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To Marco
God has given you an amazing gift of conversation.

I’m so grateful that I get to experience it so often.
I can’t wait to see how He will use you to impact the world!
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Introduction

You probably picked up this book because of the word 
confident in the title. You’ve had a lot of experience having 
conversations— some of which went well and some that 
didn’t. Unfortunately, you never seem to know which way 
they’re going to go.

Wouldn’t it be great to enter every conversation with 
confidence? You’d know what to say, what not to say, and 
how to be fully engaged in the dialogue. You’d know how 
to start a conversation, keep it going, and end it well. You 
would have mastered the basic skills that make every con-
versation effective, whether you’re talking to an introvert 
or an extrovert— and you would have overcome the self- 
defeating thoughts that get in the way. Most of all, you 
wouldn’t have to become something you’re not; you’d get 
to be you!

That’s the promise of this book: You’ll be able to com-
municate with confidence in any situation.

Read this book completely through to get a sense of 
how all the tips fit together. Then go back and focus on 
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Introduction

one tip each day, looking for opportunities to try them out 
in real relationships. There’s no rush; in fact, you’ll find 
the greatest impact by applying each one and mastering 
it before moving on to the next.

Welcome to the journey!
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Uniqueness: The 
Key Resource for 
Confidence

1. You can learn to communicate more effectively.

Conversation is one of the basic tools for twenty- first- 
century living. Almost everything we do depends on it. 
We can’t buy a car, negotiate a business deal, or strengthen 
a relationship without conversation. When it’s done ef-
fectively, we get satisfying results. When it’s done inef-
fectively, we feel dissatisfied with the outcome.

But we don’t spend a lot of time trying to improve how 
we communicate. We’ll pay someone to help us improve 
our tennis game, learn photography, or develop our com-
puter skills. But when it comes to making conversation, we 
rarely make a conscious effort to develop a skill that can 
have a huge impact on how well we live each day.
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No matter what your personality style, you can make 
conversing one of the most rewarding and positive things 
you do in life. Since you really don’t have a choice (you 
have to make conversation to make it through life), you 
have every motivation to take the steps to get really good 
at it. By consciously working on your skills, you’ll be able 
to enjoy connections you already have and look forward 
to new conversations. You can build your skills at a safe, 
comfortable speed, using methods that fit your style and 
moving into new skill levels when you’ve mastered the 
current ones.

2. Embrace your personality as your superpower.

You might feel that your personality style holds you back 
in conversations. Maybe you’ve read a book or article on 
communication but found tips that seemed foreign to you. 
Discouraged, you resigned yourself to making the best of 
a bad situation.

But the problem isn’t your personality type. The prob-
lem comes when we try to change who we are to become 
something we’re not. Instead of compensating for a per-
ceived weakness, we can embrace our personality and ex-
plore ways to capitalize on it. Taking golf lessons doesn’t 
change your body type; it teaches you to get the most out 
of the body you have. Why not spend time studying your 
personality and learning to get the most out of it? The 
benefits will take you a lot farther than simply improving 
your putting skills.
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3. Your uniqueness is your most valuable asset.

My wife and I visited a small art gallery by the beach a few 
years ago. We saw one picture that looked like a checker-
board made up of pastel construction paper cut into 
squares. It was mounted on a canvas and suspended in a 
glass case. It was interesting and seemed well done. But 
then my eyes caught the price tag: $250,000. Not being art 
connoisseurs, we asked the manager what it was about a 
piece of art that could make it worth a quarter of a million 
dollars. He simply pointed to the signature at the bottom. 
We didn’t recognize the name, but he assured us that any-
one in the art community would recognize it in an instant.

The value came from the creator. People will pay more 
for an original than for a copy of the same piece. That 
uniqueness that sets it apart from everything else.

We humans almost always seem dissatisfied with who 
we are. If we have straight hair, we wish it were curly. If 
we have curly hair, we pay to have it straightened. We’re 
always too something or not enough something else.

Quiet people think everyone else is more outgoing and 
knows how to strike up a conversation easily and keep it 
going. Deep inside, they feel like there’s something wrong 
with them. They believe that others notice how uncom-
fortable they are in conversation, as if they are wearing 
a sign around their neck that says, “Don’t ask me about 
my day.”

So introverts try to act like extroverts. They pretend to 
be more outgoing so they can fit in but find it draining to 
keep pretending to be something they aren’t. They read 
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tips about how to be more outgoing, but it keeps them 
from dealing with the real issue.

The solution is to realize that our personality isn’t a 
mistake; it’s who we are. If we learn how to capitalize on 
the personality we have, we can stop pretending. The best 
way to become a world- class conversationalist is to accept 
who we are and build on that honest foundation.

4. Confidence happens one step at a time.

Many of us walk into a social gathering assuming we’re 
the most uncomfortable person in the room. We feel like 
we’re the lone struggler in a room full of confident com-
municators. In reality, many of the people in the room are 
thinking the same thing.

I often assume that the confidence I see in everyone 
else is what they’re actually feeling. But I realize that I 
frequently try to give off an air of confidence with oth-
ers even when I’m not feeling that way. If that’s what I’m 
doing, it’s realistic to assume that others are doing it too. 
Imagine what it would be like if everyone said aloud what 
their emotions were during each conversation:

• “I’m afraid to talk to you because I’m afraid you 
won’t like me.”

• “I’m really intimidated by you.”
• “I’m a lot more interested in what I have to say 

than in what you think.”
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There’s a better way— and you won’t have to act con-
fident. You’ll be confident.

Getting from where we are now to a place of conversa-
tional confidence might seem like a huge task. But if we 
break it into small steps and measure our progress, we’ll 
be amazed at how much “ground” we can cover over time. 
Small steps taken consistently yield big results.

Learning to converse confidently may seem as if it 
involves a steep learning curve. But if we plan carefully 
and take the process step- by- step, using persistence and 
patience, we’ll achieve our goal. Measuring our progress 
is important, because otherwise we’ll just be looking at 
how much distance remains to reach our goal. But it’s im-
portant to see how far we’ve come.

The best place to start is to realize that you don’t have 
to become something you’re not. Instead, you want to:

• Recognize your temperament and personality.
• Accept the uniqueness of that personality.
• Develop your personality, using it as the basis for 

how you interact with others.

It’s a matter of working from our strengths. Learning 
to make conversation will become a realistic goal when 
we follow a carefully designed process using sequential 
steps, one at a time. The smaller the steps and the more 
time we take practicing them and making them part of 
our lives, the easier the process will be— and the more 
confident we’ll become.
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5. Learn to value the differences of others.

Paula loves a good party. She thought that surprising 
Jenn on her birthday with a big celebration would be a 
perfect way to demonstrate her friendship. When Jenn’s 
response was cordial but unenthusiastic, Paula felt hurt 
and unappreciated.

Phil spent the weekend attending a wedding, having 
dinner with a group from church, and participating in Sun-
day activities with extended family. A friend suggested 
that Phil and his new wife, Barb, join them for coffee on 
Monday night with several couples. He was looking for-
ward to spending a quiet evening at home, so he politely 
declined. After renting a movie and buying Chinese take-
out, he couldn’t understand Barb’s disappointment when 
she found out about the invitation.

Paula and Barb love being surrounded by other people 
and assume that everyone else does too. Jenn and Phil 
don’t mind being around people, but it drains their emo-
tional tanks pretty quickly.

Both preferences are real. Neither of them is something 
that needs to be fixed; they simply describe what each 
person prefers. Ignoring that uniqueness in others puts 
up a barrier that makes effective communication difficult 
at best and often impossible.
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